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Corn and soybeans were soft in the front of the curve as old crop futures added to 
Monday's loses.  Energy prices were lower across the board along with fast planting 
pace and feed demand worries weighed on prices.  Pres. Trump announced he will 
sign an executive order for packing plants to stay open protecting the US food supply.  
He said the CDC and OSHA will be involved in trying to protect workers as much as 
possible.  This could put a floor under grains if packing plants can start harvesting at 
a reasonable level.  This combined with states starting to lift shelter in place orders 
and allowing businesses to open back up will help fuel demand as another support 
for grains. 
 

Today’s Corn Outlook: Corn settled 1.25 cents lower yesterday but have taken 
those loses back overnight.  We will see pressure from first notice day tomorrow but 
some more positive fundamental news has hit the wire the last few days that could 
steady this market as the calendar turns.  We will get EIA energy data this morning. 
 

July Corn Technicals : The corn market is bearish and is open to selling down to 
the low 3.10’s followed by 3.03 and bulls need a close over 3.28 ¼ to turn sentiment. 
 

Today’s Soybean Outlook: Beans settled 4.5 cents lower on Tuesday but have 
bounced 3.5 cents overnight.  Soybeans could see some support as animal rations 
may normalize in the next few weeks if more packing plants can get back in line.  
Mexico bought 109K tonnes of beans. 
 

July Soybean Technicals: The soybeans are in a downtrend but staged a reversal 
on the close.  Bulls still need a close above 8.56 ¼ while bears look for a move below 
8.28. 
   

Exports: 108K of soybeans to Mexico. 
 

Weather: Midwest rain delays will be more scattered next week.  Brazil 2nd crop 
corn remains dry for this week but has some shower possibilities next week. Argy is 
dealing with heavy rain and flooding during the last part of harvest. 
 

Dollar Index: The dollar is trading 13 ticks lower this morning at 99.80. 

Brazilian Real: The Real is trading 16 ticks higher this morning at 17.94. 
 

Additional Comments: 
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Disclaimer 
 
This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of New Frontier 
Capital Markets and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report 
prepared by New Frontier Capital Markets. By accepting this communication, you agree that 
you are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading 
decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making 
trading decisions. 
  
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW.  
PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM 
THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS.  TO THE 
EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS 
ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET 
COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION. 
  
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader 
must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or 
indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading 
advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that 
New Frontier Capital Markets believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information 
is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our 
good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no 
guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades. 
 


